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Following the conference with the Director, Inspector J. R. Malley was! ; 
telephonically contacted and the information relayed to him that with respect to 
the investigation {n both the Oswald and Ruby matters it must be completed at the 
earliest possible time in order that the reports on both of these individuals can 
be completed here at the Seat of Government without fail by Friday, 11/29/63. I 
advised Mr. Malley of the instructions of the Director and the importancé that must 
be attached to the completion of these documents. Mr. Malley.was-d@@Vised that in 
working on material here at the Bureau leads which must be covered immediately 

. Wwouldarise. Mr, Malley advised that he understood the situation and would do 
: everything in his power to see that the end was accomplished, 
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: He was advised that Inspector Moore of Domestic Intelligence Division / 
| \. would also be calling him requesting specific information that was needed for the Jf 

| ‘preparation of these reports. Mr. Malley was requested to alert New Orleans | 
4 that there would also be investigation needed there relative to the background “. 

= investigation and finances of Oswald. It was explained to Mr. Malley that while it — - 
=) . was recognized that the investigation into the finances was underway that the tempo — . would have to be comstderaDly stepped Up. Rust te Lena. en Mm: — 
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= = ~ . YT inquired as to whether or not they were in receipt of the evidence from 
; police and state's attofney.. Mr. Malley advised that they had received itall. I - 
“requested Mr, Malley to have all the evidence shipped via courier at the earliest 
possible time in the a.m. Mr. Malley advised that they were still going over the 
"material that they had received from the police and that {t would take several hours © 
“more to complete it. Mr. Malley was requested to have this ide icon brought to 
the Bureau immediately upon completion of their review. Thu€ importance of 
Bureau receiving the third shell casing that was found in the place of employment 
of Oswald was explained. Mr. Maley & said d they had this shell and it would Oe. — 
included in the matérial sent. G a a ee: a lt ra 
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